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About CHEM Trust
•

•

•

•

A charity working at UK, EU &
Global levels to protect humans
& wildlife from harmful
chemicals
Working with scientists,
technical processes and
decision makers, in partnership
with other civil society groups
Focus on identification of, and
action on, hormone disrupting
chemicals
See our blog & twitter for more:
www.chemtrust.org.uk

Brexit and UK chemical regulation
•

The Brexit process is confused
• The greatest clarity comes from the EU27
Governments, represented by Michel
Barnier

•

The UK position is a mess
• Most of public & political discussion on
Brexit has been ill-informed
• From “having cake and eating up” to a
complete lack of understanding of how things
work

• Key debates are only beginning to happen,
and it is not clear how they will be resolved
• e.g. sovereignty vs economic performance….

Start of this week…

The Brexit process
• 1) Article 50 ‘Brexit’ – exit, 2 years fixed term
• Initial discussions on the exit fee & citizens rights (phase 1)
• Once ‘sufficient progress’ (October?), then ‘framework’ for
future relationship
• May include agreement on a transition deal

• Deal agreed by qualified majority of EU27, MEPs can veto
• UK will exit on 29th March 2019, whether deal agreed or not

• 2) Future trade deal
• After Brexit, not time-limited
• Aim is to achieve an ‘ambitious’ Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
• Must be agreed unanimously by EU27, EU Parliament veto

• Scenarios:

Brexit scenarios
1) Dirty/No Deal/Cliff Edge Brexit
•

Exit with nothing resolved, nothing agreed – a mess

2) Free Trade Agreement (FTA) without REACH and
other environmental policies
•

Like CETA for example

3) FTA with REACH and some/all other
environmental policies
•

Somewhere between CETA & EEA

4) EEA-type arrangement with REACH and some/all
other environmental policies
5) No Brexit

A Transition period?
•

Much discussion about some sort of ‘transitional deal’
• From end March 2019, time limited, may be renewable

•

Details unclear, potential options:
• “a time-limited prolongation of Union acquis” suggested in EU27
negotiating guidelines – i.e. status quo but no vote?
• A deal similar to EEA, or a good—only internal market?

•

How could a transition arrangement happen?
• Option 1: It could be negotiated in phase 2 Article 50 talks
• Option 2: It could be offered by EU27 if negotiations fail (it might be
non-negotiable)

•

An interim deal due to a failed negotiation may be the most
likely situation for UK on 29th March 2019

What does the UK want
• Complex situation due to election, and confusion
within the two main parties
• Leadership of both are opposing free movement, which has
implications for other aspects of EU (i.e. ‘four freedoms’)
• But Labour more positive on single market & customs union
• Many backbenchers are supportive of softer Brexit, e.g.
similar to EEA (or no Brexit)

• Ministers give different messages re e.g. single
market & customs union during transition
• Hung parliament increases complexity

• > No guarantees either way

Worst case scenario
•
•

Dirty or hard Brexit removes EU environmental law from UK
Some transferred into UK law, but weakened
• Environment ministers have suggested a more ‘risk based’ approach
• Weakened by disconnection from EU processes
• e.g. REACH database; if UK copies EU restrictions would need to do it
without full data, leading to legal challenges

•

Lobbying dominated by vested interests, with resources to
work in detail on changes to law/implementation
• NGOs will only have capacity to work on certain areas

•

UK becomes deregulated haven, minimal environmental law
• Environmental laws focus on what needed for trading products with
EU, not on impacts within the UK
• Attracts the dirty end of industry, able to use chemicals banned in
Europe and spending less on pollution control (e.g. in Fracking)

What does the EU27 want?
• Position papers are published as soon as drafts
go from Commission to EU27
•
•
•
•

Nothing detailed on environment or trade yet
Overall negotiation guidelines make general points
Detailed paper on Governance published last week
All papers are here:
• https://ec.europa.eu/commission/brexit-negotiations/negotiatingdocuments-article-50-negotiations-united-kingdom_en

• EU Parliament has made the strongest
statements on environmental policy:

The MEP’s view
• Initial Parliament resolution, 5th April:
• “Stresses that any future agreement between the European Union
and the United Kingdom is conditional on the United Kingdom’s
continued adherence to.. the Union’s legislation and policies, in,
among others, the fields of the environment, climate change,.. social
rights, especially safeguards against social dumping…”
• European Parliament resolution on “negotiations with the UK following its notification
that it intends to withdraw from the EU”[1]

• Detailed positions will be agreed by MEPs during
the process
• MEPs will use these to influence final deal, using threat of
veto

The chief negotiator’s view
• Michel Barnier, Chief negotiator for
European Commission & EU27
governments

“ We agree with Theresa May when
she recently called for a "bold and
ambitious free-trade agreement".
“Yes to the ambition! But this
ambition also applies to social,
fiscal, environmental and
consumer protection standards,
which European citizens rightly
support.” [2]

The Green 10 view
•
•

EU-level environment NGOs, including WWF, Greenpeace,
Birdlife, Friends of the Earth, EEB:
“as regards the future relationship with the UK, the EU must
insist on the full respect for and participation in the EU’s
environmental acquis, both existing and future, as a
condition for full access to the single market.”[3]

Brexit conclusions
•

EU27 position crucial
•
•

•

How far will they push environmental policies?
What conditionality will they pursue?

Will the UK accept retention of some/all EU Environmental law?
•
•

Court problem: ECJ or maybe EFTA court as a compromise?
No vote problem: UK not getting vote on EU decisions
• but probably having some involvement, rather than copying from outside?

•

•

Norway accepts this situation – could the UK?

CHEM Trust has recruited a Brexit campaigner
•
•
•
•

Our aim is to keep the UK within REACH
We plan to build broad coalition(s) of organisations, including businesses,
who support this objective
If you are interested, please contact Andrea Speranza:
andrea.speranza@chemtrust.org.uk
Blogs on Brexit: www.chemtrust.org.uk/brexit

Brexit & Chemicals
Q&A

Developmental neurotoxic (DNT)
chemicals
• Known for decades that some
chemicals affect brain
development
• E.g. Lead, Mercury

• CHEM Trust report on DNT
chemicals in 2007: “Chemicals
Compromising Our Children“ [4]
• Too little action since, despite
serious concern re impacts of
chemicals on kids brain
development
• EU laws are not living up to the intended “high
level of protection”

• CHEM Trust decided it was time to
look again at this issue:

No Brainer report
• Four elements:
• Review of science
• Interviews with two eminent
scientists, who also peer
reviewed the main review
text
• Policy recommendations
• Advice to the public

• Full report:
• http://www.chemtrust.org.uk/brain

What’s the problem?
• Our brain is very complex
• Over 85 billion neurons
• Development continues until we are in our 20s
• Early disruption can lead to irreversible, permanent impacts

• Many aspects of brain development can be
disrupted by chemicals, e.g.
• The thyroid hormone system
• Neuronal signalling and receptors

• Disruption of brain development can cause
behavioural and intellectual impacts
• E.g. conditions such as ADHD or reductions in IQ

Developmental neurotoxic chemicals
• Four groups:
• Well-established DNT
• E.g. Lead, PCBs

• Suspected DNT
• E.g. BPA, Phthalates, PDBEs

• Initial evidence of DNT
• PFCs, other Brominated Flame
Retardants, other bisphenols etc

• A large number of chemicals
where we just don’t know
• “Currently Estimated Toxicity” = zero
•

But this will change as we investigate
further….

It’s a problem…..

Recommendations include:
• Faster action to restrict the use of chemicals with
DNT effects
• Including action on groups

• Ensuring that safety testing includes DNT effects
• Including developing - and acting on – better in vitro tests

• Ensuring all uses of chemicals are properly
regulated
• E.g. effective regulation is needed for chemicals in many food
contact materials, including paper, card, inks and coatings

• Companies should be avoiding chemicals with
suspected DNT properties

Conclusions
•

Concerns about developmental neurotoxic effects of
chemicals are not new
• E.g. Lead, Mercury well established

•
•

However, this issue has not received the attention it
deserves
The evidence is already clear for some chemicals and
groups
• They need to be phased out
• Companies and individuals should act to reduce exposure

•

More research and testing is needed
• More chemicals will be identified with DNT characteristics
• Absence of evidence does not mean evidence of absence

•

CHEM Trust is pushing for more action and research

Chemicals and brain development
Q&A
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